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Abstract
This report is a summary of the theory and practice of using the refraction seismograph
for shallow, subsurface investigations. It is intended to be a guide to the application of the
technique and not a comprehensive analysis of every aspect of the method. The report
begins with the fundamentals and then progresses from time-intercept calculations to
interpretations using delay times. The limitations of this exploration tool are discussed, and
other applications of the equipment, such as uphole surveys, are described. The report
also recommends field procedures for carrying out refraction surveys.
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SEISMIC REFRACTION EXPLORATION FOR
ENGINEERING SITE INVESTIGATIONS

Introduction

PURPOSE
This report is intended as a guide to the
application of seismic refraction techniques
to shallow, subsurface exploration of
engineering sites. Many civil engineers and
geologists have some acquaintance with
this basic geophysical tool, but few apply it
frequently. The primary purpose of the
report is to provide the reader with a
working knowledge of the method, with a
convenient reference, and further, with a
basis to judge the applicability of the
method and the results to his particular
exploration problem.
BACKGROUND
Refraction seismic surveying was the
first major geophysical method to be
applied in the search for oil bearing
structures. Today, however, oil exploration
relies almost exclusively on some variety of
the modern reflection seismograph. Recent
progress in geophysical exploration for oil
has stemmed from refinements to
instrumentation and from the computerassisted processing and enhancement of
the data. Refraction surveys are still used
occasionally in oil exploration, particularly
where they can assist in resolving
complicated problems in structural geology.

Although its application in the oil
industry has diminished over the years, the
method has found increasing use for site
investigations for civil engineering. It is a
valuable investigative tool well-suited for
shallow surveys, particularly when used in
conjunction with the exploratory drill.
Significant advances in refractionseismograph instrumentation have not
occurred to the same extent that they have
in the development of the sophisticated
reflection equipment used for oil
exploration. Solid state electronics have
improved the portability of engineering type
refraction instruments, but they operate
fundamentally in the same way they did 40
years ago. The basic field practices and
methods of interpreting the data have not
changed with time, although specialized
interpretational techniques have been
proposed and developed for some difficult
cases.
The conduct of refraction surveys and
the interpretation of the data are wellestablished and reasonably straightforward, although they are not invariant.
The user can change the field layout of his
equipment and apply judgment and
imagination in his handling of the raw data.
In common with other indirect methods of
subsurface exploration, there

are no rigid, inflexible approaches to
making sense of the data, nor are there
any handbooks that infallibly direct the
engineer, geologist, or geophysicist to the
correct answer. The general case will
require thought and care; ambiguities and
uncertainties are not uncommon. Some
foreknowledge of site conditions and an
understanding of what is geologically .
plausible will always assist in resolving the
raw data into meaningful information.

SCOPE
This report addresses the elements of
refraction theory, the basic methods of
interpretation, a variety of applications, and
some of the limitations. In discussing the
theory of the method, it is the intention of
this report to progress from the simple to
the more realistic, deriving the formulas
and procedures for interpretation as we go
along. The treatment is far from
exhaustive, but suitable references to the
literature are included for those who wish
to pursue a specific aspect of the method.

Theory

FUNDAMENTALS
This section will review the principles of
seismic refraction theory and will develop
those methods of interpretation that have
the widest use. There are many textbooks
on geophysics that discuss the principles
and applications of refraction surveys;
however, most of them are oriented towards
exploration for oil and give only passing
attention to detailed shallow investigations.
Numerous journal articles treat the solution
of specific interpretation problems but only a
few of these articles have broad application.
Much of the following material will be
familiar to engineers and geologists who
have taken a first course in geophysics or
who have acquired first-hand experience
with refraction surveys. The elements are
presented for those who have had no
previous exposure or who desire a review of
background material.
Before going into detail, it is appropriate
to present a synopsis of refraction

exploration so that the factors discussed
later can be viewed with some sense of
perspective.
The refraction method consists of
measuring (at known points along the
surface of the ground) the travel times of
compressional waves generated by an
impulsive energy source. The energy
source is usually a small explosive charge
and the energy is detected, amplified, and
recorded by special equipment designed for
this purpose. The instant of the explosion,
or "zero-time,” is recorded on the record of
arriving pulses. The raw data, therefore,
consists of travel times and distances, and
this time-distance information is then
manipulated to convert it into the format of
velocity variations with depth. The
interpretation of this raw data will be
developed as we go along.
The process is schematically illustrated
in Fig. 1. All measurements are made at the
surface of the ground, and the subsurface
structure is inferred from

Fig. 1. Schematic of seismic refraction survey.

interpretation methods based on the laws of
energy propagation.
The propagation of seismic energy
through subsurface layers is described by
essentially the same rules that govern the
propagation of light rays through transparent
media. The refraction or angular deviation
that a light ray or seismic pulse undergoes
when passing from one material to another
depends upon the ratio of the transmission
velocities of the two materials. The
fundamental law that describes the
refraction of light rays is Snell's Law, and
this, together with the phenomenon of
“critical incidence,” is the physical foundation
of seismic refraction surveys.
Snell's Law and critical incidence are
illustrated in Fig. 2a, which shows a medium
with a velocity V1, underlain by a medium

with a higher velocity V2. Figure 2b is a plot
of the relative amplitudes of the pulses
transmitted into, and reflected from, the
higher speed material.* Until the critical
angle of incidence is reached, almost all of
the compressional energy is transmitted
(refracted) into the higher velocity medium.
When the critical angle is exceeded, the
energy is almost totally reflected and no
energy is refracted into the high-speed layer.
Note
*It may seem anomalous in Fig. 2b that the sum of
the amplitudes of the reflected and refracted pulses is
greater than that of the incident wave (i.e., greater
than 1.0). However, the energy of a pulse is
proportional to the square of its amplitude, and the
sum of the energies of the reflected and refracted
waves is equal to the energy of the incident wave.

Fig. 2a.

Snell's Law and refraction of ray
transmitted across boundary between
two media with different velocities (V2 =
2V1).

Fig. 2b.

Amplitudes of reflected and refracted
compressional waves relative to incident
waves as a function of angle of
incidence.

that we are dealing only with compressional
waves and ignoring shear energy and the
transformation of a portion of the
compressional wave into a shear wave that
can occur at boundaries.

The particular case of the critical angle of
incidence is fundamental to the derivation of
the formulas for refraction exploration.
Although the exact mathematical and
physical description of what occurs when a
ray is incident at the critical angle is
complex, it is entirely adequate to assume
that the critically refracted ray travels along
the boundary between the two media at the
higher of the two velocities. Further, as the
critically refracted ray travels along the
boundary, it continually generates seismic
waves in the lower-velocity (upper) layer that
depart from the boundary at the angle of
critical incidence. In the literature these
waves are frequently referred to as head
waves. If the velocities of the layers increase
with depth, a portion of the energy will
eventually be refracted back to the surface
where it can be detected.
The following derivations of the refraction
equations assume that the subsurface layers
possess certain characteristics: each layer
within a stratigraphic sequence is isotropic
with regard to its propagation velocity, ray
paths are made up of straight-line segments,
and each layer has a higher velocity than the
overlying one. These are entirely reasonable
assumptions and relatively few actual cases
will depart from these assumptions. The
special case of a velocity reversal (i.e., a
layer having a lower velocity than the one
which overlies it) will be discussed later. The
special situation in which velocity increases
continuously (vs incrementally) with depth
will also be discussed briefly later in the
report.
We begin with the simplest of all cases:
two layers with plane and parallel
boundaries as illustrated in Fig. 3. A small
explosive charge is detonated in a shallow
hole at A and the energy is

detected by a set of detectors laid out in a
straight line along the surface. The arrival
times of the impulses are plotted against
the corresponding shot-to-detector
distances as shown in Fig. 3. The first few
arrival times are those of direct arrivals
through the first layer, and the slope of the
line through these points, ∆T/∆X, is simply
the reciprocal of the velocity of that layer;
i.e., 1/V1. At some distance from the shot,
a distance called the critical distance, it
takes less time for the energy to travel
down to the top of the second layer,
refract along the interface at the higher
velocity V2 and travel back up to the
surface, than it does for the energy to
travel directly through the top layer. The
energy that arrives at the detectors
beyond the critical distance will plot along
a line with a slope of 1/V2. The line
through these refracted arrivals will not
pass through the origin, but rather will
project back to the time axis to intersect it
at a time called the intercept time.
Because both the intercept time and the
critical distance are directly dependent
upon the velocities of the two materials
and the thickness of the top layer, they
can be used to determine the depth to the
top of the second layer.

Fig. 3.

Simple two-layer case with plane,
parallel boundaries and corresponding
time-distance curve.

where Z1 is the thickness of the top layer,
and a is the critical angle of incidence.
The travel time is therefore given by:

INTERCEPT TIMES
Referring to Fig. 3, let us compute the
arrival time of the refracted impulse at a
detector. Consider the travel path ABCD:

Snell's law defines the critical angle of
incidence, a, by:

and selectively substituting Eq. (1) into
the previous equation:

If we now let X = 0, then T becomes the
intercept time, Ti, and we can rewrite the
last expression as:

by adding one-half the shot depth to the
value of Z1 computed by Eq. (2).
In the particular example of Fig. 3, the
depth computed by Eq. (2) is the depth
along the entire seismic line because we
stipulated that the layers were plane and
parallel.
A very important point to bring out at this
time is that all depths determined in
refraction surveys are measured normal to
the boundary between layers and are not
necessarily vertical depths beneath the
ground surface.
The intercept-time analysis can be
extended to the case of multiple layers;
however, only the resulting formulas will be
given here because their derivations are
redundant and may be found in a number of
references. 1,2 Figure 4 schematically
illustrates the multiple layer case

For the situation we have assumed in Fig.
3, everything on the right-hand side of Eq.
(2) can be determined from the timedistance plot; therefore, the depth to the
second layer can be computed. The depth
of the shot has been ignored in the
derivation above, and the true depth to the
second layer is determined simply
*An alternative version of this equation is:
Fig. 4. Schematic of multiple-layer case and
corresponding time-distance curve.

and corresponding time-distance plot. Note
Mat the intercept times and layer
thicknesses have been identified by a
subscript corresponding to the number of
the layer:

thicknesses that are greater than actual,
and it is suggested that thicknesses initially
be computed both ways to learn whether
the error is significant in a particular
situation.
CRITICAL DISTANCE
The critical-distance method for
determining depth will receive only brief
attention here because it is analagous to
the intercept-time method, and offers no
advantages significant enough to warrant
further detail. Its primary application is to
compute the depth of the first layer and to
estimate the length of the seismic line
required for a particular exploration task.
The critical distance is the distance from
the shot point to the point at which the
refracted energy arrives at the same time
as the energy traveling directly through the
top layer. The critical distance (Xc) is
illustrated in Fig. 3; it is the breakpoint in
the graph of arrival times.*
By an approach similar to the one used
in deriving the intercept-time formulas, it
can be shown that the depth of the first
layer is given by:

If the velocity contrasts between layers are
high enough; say 2 to 1, and only
approximate depths are required, then the
following formulas can be used:

where Xc is the critical distance.

*There is, of course, a critical distance for
refractions from each layer in a multilayer case; we
are concerned here only with the first breakpoint.

where ∆T2 and ∆T3; are as indicated in Fig.
4. Equations (6) and (7) will give

Equation (8) can be used to construct a
graph showing the length of a seismic line
(relative to the depth of the first layer)
required to detect refractions from the
underlying layer, as a function of velocity
ratios. Figure 5 is a graph of Eq. (8), which
can be of use in planning a seismic survey
if velocity ratios are assumed. The graph
also assists in giving a sense of perspective
to the effect of velocity contrasts. For
example, assume that there is about 15 ft of
overburden with a velocity of 2, 500 ft/sec,
and that it is underlain by a shale with a
velocity of about 5,500 ft/sec. How long
should the seismic line be to insure
adequate coverage for mapping the
overburden thickness? The velocity ratio,
V2/V1 , is 2.2 so that Xc/Z1 is approximately
3.25, which means that the critical distance
will be about 50 ft. The seismic spread
should be at least three times this distance;

therefore, a seismic line 150 to 200 ft long
would be satisfactory.

Fig. 5. Plot of ratio of critical distance to depth of
first layer as a function of velocity contrast.

Fig. 6. Example of dipping interface and concepts
of reverse shooting and "apparent velocity:'

DIPPING LAYERS
We will now briefly consider the
existence of a dipping interface, the
concept of apparent velocities, and their
effect on depth computations.
The equations derived above require
knowledge of the "true" velocities of the
layers. If the boundaries between interfaces
are nonparallel (i.e., if there are dipping
interfaces), a plot of arrival times vs
distance will give only apparent velocities
for the refracting layers, and the use of
these apparent velocities will result in
erroneous depths: The case of a dipping
boundary and its effect on travel-time plots
is illustrated in Fig. 6. Figure 6 also
introduces the idea of

"reverse shooting” of which should always
be applied in refraction surveys. Reverse
shooting simply means firing a shot at both
ends of the seismic line so that arrival times
at each detector are measured from both
directions.
It is evident from Fig. 6 that the apparent
velocity of the refracting layer, as
determined from the time-distance plot,
depends upon whether the shot is fired at
the up-dip or the down-dip end of the
seismic line, and that a depth determined on
the basis of only one shot will be valid only
at one point along the line. Unless the dip
angle is known, reverse shooting is required
to determine the true value of V2.
If the apparent velocity of the refractor as
observed from the down-dip shot is V2D,
then from Snell's Law:
α + γ),
V2D = V1 / sin (α
where γ is the dip angle of the interface
relative to the surface and α is the critical
angle of incidence. Similarly, the apparent
velocity, V2U, observed for the shot in the updip direction is given by:
V2U = V1 / sin (α
α - γ).
We can rearrange the two relationships
above to obtain:

The true value of V2 is not the arithmetic
average of V2U and V2D, but is instead the
harmonic mean multiplied by the cosine of
the dip angle:

Other methods of determining true velocities
will be discussed later.
As an example of the degree to which a
dipping interface can affect observed
velocities on a time-distance plot, consider
the case of a 2,000-ft/sec material overlying
a 5,000-ft/sec material with their interface
dipping 10 deg relative to the surface. The
following refractor velocities would be
observed:
Up-dip (V2U):
8,515 ft/sec
Down-dip (V2D):
3,615 ft/sec
Arithmetic average:
6,065 ft/sec
Harmonic mean:
5,075 ft/sec
Harmonic mean
X Cos γ:
5,000 ft/sec
= true velocity
The harmonic mean is generally accurate
enough for computations; i.e., it is not
usually necessary to compute the dip angle
unless it is of interest in itself.
Depths are always computed using true
velocities. The use of apparent velocities
may result in significant errors.
DELAY TIMES

from which the dip angle can be determined:

Previously, it was pointed out that true
refractor velocities cannot be determined by
firing a shot at only one end of

a seismic line, but that such velocities can
be determined if arrival times are recorded
from both ends. Further, a depth computed
from an intercept time actually represents
the depth of the refracting surface
projected back to the shot point. The
reversed profile, however, offers a
significant advantage in that the true
velocities and the thicknesses of layers can
be computed on a much more detailed
basis by means of delay times. Under ideal
circumstances, depths can be determined
beneath each geophone to allow mapping
of irregular and dipping boundaries.
The meaning of the term "delay time" is
illustrated by reference to Fig. 7 in which
the delay time is defined at the shot point
and at the detector.* The delay time is the
difference between the time actually spent
by the pulse traveling on its upward or
downward path through the upper layer,
and the time it would have spent traveling,
at the refractor velocity, along the normal
projection of this path on the interface.
Although the definition of the delay time
may at first appear to be cumbersome, its
meaning and application will become
clearer as we progress. Consider the pulse
traveling up to the detector in Fig. 7 for
which the delay time has been defined as:

Fig. 7. Definition of delay time.

* Although the distinction is not important in
the context of this report, the delay time" is
referred to as the timedepth, in some of the
literature. Strictly speaking, the term delay time
implies that the refractor surface is horizontal;
in this report depths are measured normal to
the refractor surface, regardless of its
disposition.

The equivalence between a delay time and
an intercept time is apparent when Eq. (12)
is compared to the intercept-time

formula, Eq. (2). A delay time can be
thought of as being analagous to the time
taken by a pulse to travel upward or
downward through a layer. from one
interface to the next. It is evident that if the
value of the delay time, ∆TD, at a particular
detector can be determined, then the depth
beneath the detector can be computed.
Before discussing the method by which
delay times are determined, we will
consider the path of the refracted pulse,
from shot to detector, which is shown in
Fig. 7. The total delay time is, by definition:

nevertheless be determined by firing shots
at both ends of the line.
The reversed seismic line shown in
Figure 8 will be used to illustrate the
method of delay times. Figure 8 shows the
arrival times at the geophones from shots
at both ends of a seismic line. The total
travel time from one end of the line to the
other (sometimes called the "reciprocal"
time)3 has been designated Tt and should
be the same for both shots.* The arrival
times at one of the (arbitrarily selected)
geophones from the two shots, SP1 and
SP2, have been designated TD1
* If the shot depths are equal.

where Tt is the observed total travel time
from shot to detector. It can be shown that
the total delay time is the sum of the delay
times at the shot and at the detector; i.e.,
∆TSD = ∆TS + ∆TD,
and by combining these two expressions
we obtain the following equation for the
delay time beneath the detector:

Consequently, if the delay time at the shot
(∆TS) were known, ∆TD and the depth
beneath the geophone could be calculated.
If the depth of the refractor beneath the
shot and the velocities of the layers are
known beforehand, then ∆TS can be
calculated, and the arrival time from only
one end of the line would be sufficient to
determine the delay time and depth
beneath the geophone. Although the depth
beneath the shot and the velocities are not
generally known beforehand, the delay
time beneath the geophone can

Fig. 8.

Schematic of reversed seismic line
and delay-time method of depth
determination.

and TD2, respectively. Remembering that
the objective is to find the delay time, ∆TD,
at the geophone, consider the following.
From Eq. (13) we can write each arrival
time in terms of the component delay times:

therefore, TD1 + TD2 = ∆TS1 + ∆TS2 + 2∆TD +
S/V2, where ∆TS is the delay time at a shot
point. Similarly the total time can be
expressed in terms of delay times:

Note that the delay time beneath the
geophone is determined by subtracting the
total time from the sum of the two arrival
times, and taking half the result. The depth
beneath the geophone to the top of the
refractor is then calculated by Eq. (12):

It is important to keep in mind that TV the
total time that is subtracted from the sum of
the two arrival times in Eq. (14), must be
the arrival time of a pulse refracted from the
same layer from which the two other
arrivals were refracted. The total time

cannot be the arrival time of a pulse
refracted from a deeper layer.
In the event that the derivation of Eq.
(14) by means of something called a delay
time appears circuitous and indirect, the
following analysis, also based on Fig. 8, is
presented as an alternative:

The first derivation, which explicitly uses
a delay time, is the one commonly found
in the literature.
Before extending the delay-time
method to a case in which there are more
than two layers, it is important to note
that the method can be applied only
where there is “overlap" between arrivals
refracted from the same layer. In other
words, the actual length of the seismic
line should be sufficient to insure
overlapping of the refracted arrivals. This
point is illustrated in Fig. 9a, which

Fig. 9a.

Reversed seismic profile in which
refracted arrivals from both ends
are recorded at only three
detectors.

Fig. 9b. Increasing overlap of refracted
arrivals for situation in Fig. 9a by
firing shot beyond end of line and
plotting phantom arrivals.

shows the reversed time-distance curves
synthesized for a two-layer case. Although
not immediately obvious from a look at the
time-distances curves, only three of the
detectors near the center of the line
recorded refractions from both directions.
Consequently, delay times can be
determined only for these three detectors. If
the seismic line had been longer more of the
refracted arrivals would have overlapped,
and more delay times could be determined.
If the lack of overlap is noted in the field
by reducing and plotting the data
immediately after the shots. it is often
possible to partially remedy the situation by
firing additional shots off one or both ends of
the line (i.e., beyond the end of the seismic
cable) in line with the detector array. The
arrival times from a beyond-the-end shot are
used to extrapolate the first set of refracted
arrivals back towards the shot point.* This
technique is referred to as "phantoming" and
is illustrated in Fig. 9b, which shows the
same data as Fig. 9a but with the addition of
a beyond-the-end shot.
If the plot of arrival times from the
beyond-the-end shot parallels the arrival
times from the end shot, they represent
refractions from the same layer. This is the
case in Fig. 9b, in which the difference in
arrival times between refracted arrivals from
both the end and the beyond-the-end shots
is a constant, AT. Figure 9b shows how the
refracted arrivals from the end shot are
extrapolated back

* We are assuming, of course, that the
arrivals from the beyond-the-end shot have
been refracted from the layer from which the first
set of arrivals was refracted.

towards the shot point by reducing the
beyond-the-end arrival times by ∆T to
produce the phantom arrivals at distances
less than the critical distance. These
phantom arrivals can then be used to
determine delay times over the region
shown in Fig. 9b. An additional shot could
also be fired beyond the other end of the
line to allow delay times to be determined
over the entire spread, permitting the depth
to the refractor to be computed beneath
every detector. If there is a shot at the
center of a seismic line, the shots placed at
the ends of the cable are, in effect, beyondthe-end shots for the opposite half of the
line. If the arrival times from a beyond-theend shot do not parallel the times from the
end shot, there is a third, deeper layer
present; this situation is discussed below.
In general, the interpreter is cautioned to
try to assure himself that the two arrival
times that he is using to compute a delay
time represent refractions from the same
layer; otherwise he will be “Mixing apples
and oranges.” Verifying the stratigraphic
origin of an arrival is not always easy.
The delay-time method is not limited to
the simple two-layer case. Ideally. a delay
time would be computed beneath each
geophone for each layer in a sequence, but
this is almost never possible. Figure 10
illustrates a very common situation in
refraction investigations. Note that there are
three layers and that the travel paths of the
first arrivals are shown on the drawing.
Examination of Fig. 10 will show that only
two of the detectors (at Stations 250 and
300) recorded refractions from the third
layer from both of the end shots. There is
obviously

then subtracted from the total delay times
determined at these two detectors. The
result would be values of delay times for
the second layer at these two stations, and
the thickness of the second layer would be
interpreted as:

Fig. 10.

Three-layer case showing travel
paths of first arrivals and
corresponding time-distance curves.

no overlap of refractions from the second
layer. The two delay times that can be
determined at Stations, 250 and 300 will
be the sum of the delay times for the first
and second layers. The delay time in the
first (top) layer must be subtracted from
the total delay time before the thickness of
the second layer can be computed.
However, with only the information shown
in Fig. 10, we have no way of determining
the actual delay time for the first layer.
If we had only the arrival times from the
two end shots as shown in Fig. 10, our
only recourse would be to compute the
thickness of the first layer at each end of
the line by using the intercept-time
formula, and to interpolate linearly these
two values of depth across the length of
the line. The interpolated depths of the first
layer could be converted to delay times at
Stations 250 and 300 by Eq. (11). and

where ∆T12 is the combined delay time for
the first and second layers, and ∆T1 is the
delay time for the first layer computed from
interpolated values of depth and Eq. (11).
Inspection of Fig. 10 will show that the
above procedure will lead to some very
wrong answers. The first layer thickens
appreciably in the middle of the spread,
but there is no way of knowing this if shots
are fired only at the ends of the spread.
The thickness of the second layer would
be considerably overestimated because
the thickness of the first layer was
underestimated; i.e., an insufficient
amount of time would be subtracted from
the total delay times at Stations 250 and
300. Computing depths on the basis of the
intercept times of the third-layer refractions
would result in the same errors.
The situation described above and
depicted in Fig. 10 was chosen to illustrate
the merit of firing intermediate shots along
the length of a seismic line. Intermediate
shot points will result in better control of
first-layer depths and velocities; fewer
assumptions are required to interpret the
raw data.
Figure 11 is the same as Fig. 10, except
that a shot in the middle of the spread has
been added. An intercept

Fig. 11.

Same time-distance curves as
shown in Fig. 10 but with addition of
shot at center of seismic line.

time can now be obtained at the center as
well as the ends of the line, and we also
have a check on the first-layer velocity at
the center.
It would be apparent from the intercept
times in Fig. 11 that the 2,700-ft/sec firstlayer is thicker near the center of the line
than at the ends; consequently, a much
more accurate appraisal of the second
layer's thickness could now be made.
Additional intermediate shots would help
resolve the first layer in greater detail, and
eventually permit more detailed mapping
of the second layer.
The apparent velocities of the second
layer shown in Fig. 11 may appear to vary
considerably. The velocities on the righthand portion are up-dip and down-dip dip
velocities with a harmonic mean of about
5,650 ft/sec. The overall average for V2 is
about 5,450 ft/sec, very close to the
nominal value of 5,500 ft/sec. The scatter
of values about the nominal value is

typical of the accuracy that can be
expected in refraction surveys.
In the hypothetical case being
considered (Fig. 11) we can obtain
enough detail about the top layer by
means of intermediate shots. In this
particular example there is not enough
overlap of refractions from the top of the
second layer to compute first-layer
thicknesses by the delay-time method.
This will generally be the case for
multilayer situations. If this were a typical
engineering survey our interest would
probably be directed toward mapping the
top of the high-speed layer (10,500 ft/sec).
How do we obtain more information? With
the data in Fig. 11 we could compute the
depth to the top of the third layer at three
locations; i.e., at the center and ends of
the line. A beyond-the-end shot is required
for more detail.
The arrival times from a shot located
beyond the end of the line are shown in
Fig. 12. These times were used to
generate phantom refracted arrivals by the
technique demonstrated in Fig. 9, and
delay times were then computed from the
overlap of actual and phantom arrival
times from Station 250 to Station 550.
These delay times are the sum of the
delay times in the first and second layer.
We now introduce a new technique for
using these delay times to extract more
information from the data.
If the delay times in Fig. 12 are
subtracted from the corresponding arrival
times and the differences plotted, we
have, in effect, a new time-distance curve
that is equivalent to placing the shot and
detectors at the top of the third layer. The
reduced arrival times should plot with a
reciprocal slope equal to the

Fig. 12.

Same time-distance curves as shown in Fig. 10 but with addition of beyond-the-end shot
(center shot has been omitted for sake of clarity).

true velocity of the refracting horizon; i.e.,
the third layer. This operation has been
performed for the detectors at Stations 250
to 550 in Fig. 12, and we see that the
reciprocal slope is 10,000 ft/sec, in
reasonable agreement with the nominal
velocity of 10,500 ft/sec shown in the cross
section in Fig. 10. This is a very useful
method of determining true refractor
velocities. Further, we can draw a line with
this same slope through the two reduced
arrival times (at Stations 250 and 300) for
the reverse shot. Delay times for the
detectors at Stations 0 to 200 are then read
directly as the difference between the arrival
times and the extrapolated line having a
reciprocal slope of 10,000 ft/sec. This
operation is also illustrated in Fig. 12.
At this point we have total delay times for
the first and second layers at each detector
on the line. We can determine . the
thickness of the first layer by means of
intermediate shots and the intercept-time
method, interpolate these depths over the
full spread to obtain corresponding firstlayer delay times at each detector,* and
subtract these first-layer times from the total
to give us second-layer delay times at each
detector.
As a consequence of firing a few
intermediate shots along the line and a shot
beyond the end, we have been able to
arrive at a reasonably detailed interpretation
of the subsurface structure. This is in
contrast to the very erroneous picture of the
subsurface that would result from an
interpretation based only on the
* If the shot depths are relatively shallow,
say a few feet, half intercept times will be nearly
equal to the delay times, and can be
interpolated directly.

shots at the ends of the seismic line.
Further, we have a reasonable value for the
true velocity of the refractor.
The techniques outlined above call be
extended to more than three layers, but the
difficulties increase, and there is a loss of
accuracy and resolution as the number of
discrete layers increases.
The foregoing example demonstrated
that true velocities could be determined by
subtracting delay times from arrival times
and plotting the reduced arrival times. There
is another method of determining true
velocities that is frequently of great value,
particularly for determining whether lateral
variations of velocity exist along a refracting
horizon. This method will be discussed next.
In the alternate derivation of the delaytime formula given earlier, the arrival time of
a refraction at a given detector from a shot
at the end of the line was:

and the arrival time at the same geophone
from a shot at the opposite end of the
seismic line was:

where Z1 and Z2 are depths to the refracting
horizon beneath the shot points and ZD is
the depth beneath the detector. The
difference in arrival times will be:

For a given seismic line, the only variable
term on the right-hand side of the above
equation is the second one; therefore:

It follows that differences in arrival times
plotted against distance, X, will form a line
the reciprocal slope of which is half the
velocity of the refractor. The method is
illustrated in Fig. 13 where arrival-time
differences for a three-layer case have been
plotted above and below an arbitrary
reference line. The arrival times being
differenced must represent arrivals from the
same refractor. The method is frequently
useful for determining whether the arrivals
have been refracted from the same layer. A
deviation of the points from a straight line
may indicate either that there exists a lateral
variation of the refractor velocity, or that the
times being differenced represent arrivals
refracted from two different layers. The
latter is the case in Fig. 13.

Problems, Limitations, and Additional Applications

THE BLIND ZONE AND VELOCITY
REVERSALS
The following material will be concerned
with problems that constitute important
limitations to the method, particularly from
an engineering geology standpoint. The two
major potential problem areas in refraction
surveys are the phenomenon of a “blind
zone” and the effect of a velocity reversal.
The term blind zone refers to the
possible existence of a hidden layer, i.e.,
the inability of the refraction seismograph to
discern the existence of certain beds or
layers because of insufficient velocity
contrast or thickness. This inability cannot
be remedied by any change in the layout of
the geophones, and it is probably the
greatest drawback of the seismic refraction
method. In most cases the blind zone will lie
between the surface and a high-speed
layer.

An example of this type of problem is
taken directly from Soske.4 Figure 14 from
Soske4 depicts an example of a three-layer
case with the layers having good velocity
contrasts. However, Fig. 14 shows the
minimum thickness of the intermediate
8,500-ft/sec layer that would have to exist
before its presence could be detected by
first arrivals, regardless of the geophone
layout. It will be noted that there is no
indication of the 8,500-ft/sec layer on the
time-distance curve in Fig. 14.
It would be necessary that the
intermediate 8, 500-ft/sec layer in Fig. 14 be
at least 70 ft thick in order that refractions
from it be recorded as first arrivals. It may
seem puzzling that the

Fig. 13. Method of determining true velocity of refractor by plotting differences of arrival times.

Fig. 14.

Wave-front diagram and maximum "undetectable" thickness of "blind zone" (taken from Fig.
4
4, p. 326 of Soske - used with permission).

8, 500-ft/sec layer be as thick as 70 ft before
arrivals refracting from its top surface could
be detected. The velocity contrasts between
successive layers in Fig. 14 are high, and at
first sight this example might seem to be an
ideal case for refraction mapping. Reference
4 uses a wave-front analysis to show how
this apparent anomaly occurs.
Soske indicates that the problem can be
overcome by firing a shot in a deep hole
such that arrivals from the intermediate
layer are recorded at the surface. Of course,
it would be necessary that the existence of
the intermediate layer be known beforehand
because of some other source of
information, such as a drill hole, before this
would normally be attempted. If a time-

distance curve shows a very large velocity
contrast between the first and second
layers, the existence of a blind zone might
be suspected. The error that results from
not knowing the existence of a blind zone is
that the computed-depth to the refracting
layer is too shallow. However, even in the
worst case, it is doubtful whether the error
would approach 50%.
If the presence of a blind zone is
suspected, the following procedure can be
used to determine the maximum thickness
of such a layer (Z2) that could exist and still
not be manifested by first arrivals on the
time-distance curve.
Let us assume that a straightforward
interpretation of a time-distance curve

results in some value for Z1. This is the
maximum value of Z1, and it is obtained by
ignoring the possibility that an intermediate
layer exists. If there is a blind zone,
however, there will be an infinite number of
combinations of Z1 and Z2, with Z2 ranging
up to its maximum, undetectable thickness,
at which value Z1 will be a minimum. The
combined thickness of the first two layers
(Z12) can lie anywhere between the limits:
Z12(min) = Z1(max) + 0,
and
Z12(max) = Z1(min) + Z2(max),
where Z2(max) is the maximum,
undetectable thickness of the second layer
and Z1(max) is the value of Z1 obtained from
the time-distance curve. Based on the
material in Refs. 5 and 6, the following
statements can be made:

and is obtained from the chart in Fig. 15,
and

As an illustration of the procedure for
determining Z2(max), consider the following
example: A time-distance plot shows two
velocities, 2,300 and 14,000 ft/sec, and it is
suspected that there is a hidden layer
between the low-velocity (2,300 ft/ sec)
surface layer and the 14,000-ft/sec refractor.
A value for Z1 of 37 ft is obtained from the
time-distance curve. If we assume that a
probable velocity for the suspected blind
zone is 7,500 ft/sec, how thick could it be
and still not be detected by first arrivals?
From the available information and the
assumed value of V2, we can write:
Z1(max) = 37 ft (determined from the
time-distance curve by an
intercept time)

On Fig. 15, we determine the value of R by
locating the intersection of α12 = 17.9 deg
and α23 = 32.5 deg, and interpolating
between the R-lines; R is seen to be
approximately 0.62. To find the value of S:

where: α23 = sin-1 V2 / V3,
α13 = sin-1 V1 / V3.

so that from Eq. (17):

Fig. 15.

Nomograph to be used in determining maximum thickness of possible hidden layer (taken
from Fig. 90(b), p. 148, of Leet5 - based on Maillet and Bazerque, "La Prospection
seismique du sons-sol” Annales des Mines, XX, Douzieme Serie, p. 314, 1931).

Therefore, the maximum undetectable
thickness of the hidden layer is 20 ft, and
the combined thickness of the first two
layers can range from a minimum of 37 ft

(no intermediate layer) up to a maximum of
52 ft; i.e., Z1(min) + Z2(max).
The hidden layer problem can be a
serious drawback to shallow surveys with
the refraction seismograph. The possibility
of such a layer's existence emphasizes the
desirability of using an exploratory drill in
conjunction with seismic surveys whenever
possible.
Another functional problem than can
occur in refraction surveys is the existence
of a velocity reversal that will result in
erroneous computations of depths

to underlying beds. A velocity reversal
can exist because of a low-velocity layer
or because of a high-speed layer. In
either case velocities do not increase
progressively with depth, and at some
point in the stratigraphy there is
downward transition to a relatively lower
velocity. This has the effect of refracting
the seismic ray downwards towards the
vertical as shown in Fig. 16. Refractions
from such a low-velocity layer cannot be
detected at the surface, and the
existence of this layer cannot be
determined from the time-distance curve.
In fact, the ray will not return to the
surface until it encounters a layer with a
velocity higher than any layer previously
encountered in its downward travel.
In certain unusual circumstances in
which the velocity of the bed immediately
overlying the low-velocity layer
increases. with depth, a "shadow zone"
may result at the surface where no first
arrivals at all

are detected, and in similar
circumstances the time-distance curve
may show a sudden jump in time at a
specific distance.5,7
The effect of a low-velocity layer is to
make the computed depths larger than
actual depths. If the presence and
velocity of a low-velocity layer are
known, the layer can be compensated
for in the computations, but its existence
must be determined by means of a more
direct method, such as an uphole
velocity survey. Fortunately, velocity
reversals are seldom encountered in
shallow surveys.
There is a third type of velocity-depth
situation, a continuous increase of
velocity with depth that rarely occurs but
still warrants a brief discussion. This type
of situation can exist because of a finely
stratified geology or because of a
progressive decrease of weathering with
depth. A continuous increase of velocity
with depth will manifest itself in a timedistance curve similar to the one shown
in Fig. 17.
This type of curve can be transformed
into a curve of velocity vs depth by
means of the following equation8:

where:
ZS = depth at which velocity is VS
VS = velocity (from time-distance curve)
corresponding to distance S from
shot point.
Fig. 16.Velocity reversal and
corresponding time-distance
curve.

*This is the "Herglotz-WeichertBateman" equation.

variation of velocity with depth. The
method is tedious and should only be used
when there is a smooth, continuous
increase of velocity with depth. Often,
gradual increases of velocity can be
interpreted by assuming that the curved
time-distance plot is made up of a few
straight-line segments.
OTHER PROBLEMS AND
LIMITATIONS

Fig. 17.

Schematic of ray-paths and timedistance curve for continuous
increase of velocity with depth.

VX = velocity (from time-distance curve)
corresponding to any distance X < S
from shot point.
X = distance from shot point.
The integral is evaluated graphically by
choosing a particular distance S and the
corresponding velocity VS, obtained from
the tangent to the time-distance curve at S,
and plotting values of cosh-1(VS/VX)
against X, where X is any distance less
than S. The area under the resulting curve
(obtained with a planimeter) is multiplied
by 1/π to determine the depth, ZS, at which
the velocity is VS. The integration is
repeated for decreasing values of S, and
the graph can then be constructed of the

This section of the report outlines some
of the drawbacks and difficulties that can
affect seismic refraction investigations.
The following discussion is not intended to
leave the reader with an unfavorable
impression of the refraction method, but
merely to alert him to some possible
problems that can influence the results of a
survey. The refraction seismograph is a
very powerful exploration tool, and its
value will be enhanced by a realistic and
knowledgeable operator. Reference 9 is an
excellent summary of the problems of
seismic investigations at shallow depths
and will be of interest to engineers or
geologists who routinely use refraction
surveys; much of the following material is
based on this reference.
Generally, as the depth of the
investigation becomes shallower the limits
of method are approached, and the
problems inherent in the method increase.
A large proportion of refraction surveys for
engineering purposes are concerned with
depths of the order of 50 to 75 ft and total
times of 50 to 100 msec. It is apparent
then that a millisecond is a large unit of
time, and arrival times must be picked with
an accuracy of a millisecond or less. This
means that the charge weight, its
surrounding medium and coupling, the

amplifier gains, and the placement of the
geophones are all important factors in
obtaining the sharp breaks required for
accurate timing of first arrivals. An error of 1
msec corresponds to only 1 ft of depth with
a first-layer velocity of 2,000 ft/sec, but the
error would be 5 ft for a first-layer material
with a velocity of 10,000 ft/sec.
it is necessary to maintain close control
of overburden velocities and depths,
particularly to distinguish travel time spent
in the overburden from time spent in
underlying, higher velocity layers. This is
particularly so when there are more than
two layers. Unconsolidated overburden
deposits frequently show lateral changes in
velocity over relatively short distances, and
it is almost always desirable to fire at least
one intermediate shot between the ends of
the line.
Generally, when one is working with
short lines, say 500 ft or less, obtaining
sharp breaks will not be a problem, unless
there is difficulty in burying sufficient
explosive deep enough. Because of the
attenuation of the explosive impulse . with
increasing distance, and particularly
because of the relatively greater
attenuation of the high-frequency
components, the arrivals tend to become
less distinct and more rounded with
increasing distance from the shot. The
objective is to nick arrival times to within 1
msec or less, and to pick what appears to
be the onset of the pulse. The presence of
background noise, such as that generated
by vehicle traffic, or weak arrivals caused
by poor charge coupling, can make
accurate determinations difficult.
Irregularities in a shallow bedrock
surface have a more pronounced effect on
accuracy than irregularities in a deeper

horizon. A highly irregular refractor surface
will tend to make delay-time methods
somewhat inaccurate because the times
being compared represent different depths,
depending on the direction of the shot. This
situation is depicted in Fig. 18. The effect of
using delay times to compute depths will be
to "smooth" a highly irregular surface. The
situation is aggravated if the velocity
contrasts are not large; i.e., if the horizontal
offsets between the geophone and the
point at which the ray emerges from the
refractor (≅
≅Z tan α) are large.
Further complications arise if the rock
surface is not only eroded and irregular, but
also weathered. In this case the rock
surface will not be a well-defined boundary
but rather a zone of transition. In the case
of layered rock, some of the layers may be
better media for the transmission of seismic
energy and the refractions may not
necessarily be from the top of the rock.
Also, as distance from the shot increases
the higher frequency (i.e., shorter
wavelength) energy is progressively
absorbed and because of the signal's
increasing wavelength, the energy

Fig. 18.

Schematic of shallow, irregular
refractor surface producing different
first-layer travel times at same
geophone from shots on either side
of it.

may refract from progressively thicker beds.
It is necessary to bear in mind that the
wavelength becomes a significant factor
when the refractor is of a limited thickness.
Long wavelength seismic signals do not
"see" thin beds.
Some materials may be anisotropic, i. e.,
there may be differences between horizontal
and vertical velocities, or even between
horizontal velocities in different directions.
These differences may be as large as 40%
in some materials. Rocks with finely bedded
structure, such as sandstones and shales,
generally exhibit some degree of anisotropy.
There is no hard and fast guidance for a
sequence of steps to be followed when
interpreting or reducing travel-time curves.
Straightforward two- or three-layer plots with
well-defined straight-line segments
representing each layer will probably be the
exception rather than the rule. Overburden
velocities may change along the length of
the line, there may be relief in the refracting
horizons, layers may pinch out, and
breakover points (i.e., critical distances) in
the plots may not be readily apparent.
The first step is to attempt to identify the
layers present according to their velocities,
and then to determine which arrival times
correspond to the various layers. Where the
arrivals do not line up in straight lines,
identification can be attempted by plotting
differences in overlapping arrival times for
those believed to be from the same
refractor. Also, delay times can be computed
and plotted below the arrival times, and the
lineups, or lack thereof, of the reduced times
will assist in assigning velocities to the
various layers and sorting the arrival times.

In the same context that there does not exist
a standard sequence of interpretational
steps, the interpreter should not feel
constrained by a rigid format, but should
rather attempt a number of methods
according to his judgment. Some knowledge
of geology is helpful in reconciling the
interpretation with what is reasonable from a
structural geology standpoint.
Some refraction data obtained in complex
geology will be very puzzling to the
interpreter. There is always a reason why
the arrival times are as they are, although it
is not always apparent. Some cases are
simply not amenable to straightforward
interpretation using the methods already
described. There are other techniques,
generally involving the construction of
wavefront diagrams,10,11 that are available
for analyzing complex cases; however, they
are time-consuming and tedious to apply,
and are beyond the scope of this report.
Domalski9 states: “The basic difficulty in
the interpretation of a shallow refraction
survey consists not so much on the choice
of a suitable method, on which to base the
interpretation, as on the correct decision
regarding the various aspects of the results.
In other words, the information which is
normally obtained from the examination of
the time-distance curves cannot be accepted
entirely at its face value.” He concludes his
paper on a more positive note by saying:
“Results obtained from shallow
investigations are useful because they
provide rapidly a picture of the bedrock
configuration, and guide a subsequent
drilling programme.”

As stated at the beginning of this section,
this discussion of potential problems was
intended to alert the reader to possible
difficulties and not to discourage the
application of the technique. In fact, it is
believed that the method is not used widely
enough in exploration programs. When the
refraction seismograph is used wisely, and
particularly when allied with the exploratory
drill, it will invariably speed the recovery of
subsurface information and reduce site
investigation costs.
ADDITIONAL TECHNIQUES
The refraction seismograph is
fundamentally an accurate timing device
and can be applied to exploration
situations other than routine refraction
surveys along the ground. The method can
be modified for use over water, and the
equipment can be used for measuring
velocities in drill holes. This section will
discuss some of these techniques.

The first problem for consideration is
that of running a refraction survey across a
river. Normal procedure would require that
a line of detectors be laid across the
bottom of the river or ,floated on the water
surface. Both these procedures require
special cables and detectors and they are,
therefore, often impractical. However,
because shot and detector are theoretically
interchangeable in refraction work, the
normal arrangement of having detectors
along a line across the river with shots on
the banks can be reversed so that the
detectors are on the banks and the shots
are in the river. This arrangement is
illustrated in Fig. 19.
A series of small charges are detonated
on the river bottom along a line across the
river. It is required that the detector on the
far bank from the seismograph be
connected to the recording instrument by
means of a cable running across the river.
It is required, further, that the distance of
the shot from the

Fig. 19. Schematic of refraction survey across body of water.

detectors be surveyed and known, and that
the shot instant be transmitted to the
seismograph. The latter can be done either
by hard wire or, if the equipment is available,
by radio transmission. The usual practice is
to fire the shots from a small boat and to
locate its position by transit triangulation. It is
not necessary that the shots be fired at even
increments of distance across the river. In
some cases the distance from shot to
detector has been determined by recording
the direct arrival of the explosive impulse
through the water. If the detectors are placed
very close to the water's edge, the shock
arrival through the water can often be seen
on the record as a high-frequency signal.
With the water velocity known (4,800
ft/sec±), the distance to the shot is easily
determined. The arrival times and distances
are plotted and interpreted in the normal
fashion. This method is an expedient
technique for dam site exploration when
knowledge of the thickness of river bottom
deposits is needed.
In some cases of overwater surveys it
may not be possible to place detectors on
the ground simply because the body of water
is too large, as in the case of a bay or a lake.
In these cases it will be necessary to employ
either a floating or submerged cable with
hydrophones instead of geophones. The
floating cable has the advantage that it can
be towed along the line of exploration. Either
way two boats will be required, one
containing the recording instruments and
towing cable and the other being used as a
shot-firing boat. A radio-transmitted time
break is a necessity for this type of work.
It is possible for loose, unconsolidated
bottom sediments in bays and estuaries to
have a lower velocity than that of sound in

water. 12 and in such a case the direct
arrival through the water will obscure the
arrival of energy through the sediments. A
special low-pass filter to block the highfrequency arrival through the water is then
required.
The refraction seismograph can be used
to measure vertical velocities in boreholes.
Such uphole surveys are a valuable adjunct
to conventional refraction exploration
because they provide a vertical velocity
profile and will indicate the presence of a
low-velocity layer, if one exists. The term
uphole refers to placing shots in a drill hole
and recording arrival times at the surface.
The reverse of this procedure is called a
downhole survey, and is conducted by firing
shots at the surface and recording arrivals
down the hole, usually by means of a
multidetector cable. Downhole surveys
require that the hole be filled with fluid, or
that a geophone capable of being coupled to
the wall of the hole be available. The
principles are the same in both cases, but an
uphole survey, which has the advantage of
requiring no special equipment, usually
destroys the borehole.
In practice, a string of small explosive
charges is preassembled so that the charges
are spaced at the desired intervals. Each
charge has a separate firing line and the
entire assembly is suspended in the hole
and fully stemmed to prevent the explosives
being blown out of the hole. The interval
between charges will depend on the depth of
the hole and the amount of detail desired.
Charge spacings of 5 to 10 ft are typical for
holes 50 to 100 ft deep, and it is evident that
the charges must be detonated one by one
in a sequence

starting at the bottom - otherwise the firing
lines will be cut. Charge weights of the
order of 1 /4 lb. or less are typical. Several
geophones are placed near the hole collar,
say 5 to 10 ft from it, and the average
arrival time is used. The arrangement for.
an uphole survey is shown in Fig. 20
together with the plot of arrival times
measured at the surface. The slant
distance from shot to geophones must be
used for the shots near the top of the hole.

It will be noted that the velocities derived
from the arrival times in Fig. 20 do not
always correspond exactly to the nominal
velocities of the various layers. The
differences between the actual velocities
and those based on the arrival times shown
in Fig. 20 are representative of the
precision to be expected in the typical

Fig. 20. Example of uphole survey and corresponding plot of arrival times.

borehole survey. Further, it is not
uncommon for a discrepancy to exist
between the velocities obtained from a
borehole velocity survey and those
observed in refraction surveys. There are
several reasons for such a discrepancy. As
previously indicated, some materials show
anisotropy in their seismic velocities,
particularly finely bedded sediments. Also, a
low-velocity layer will not be apparent on a
refraction time-distance curve, but it will be
detected in a borehole survey. If a
discrepancy does exist, it is not generally
large and, unless it is due to a low-velocity

Fig. 21b.

layer, there is usually no need to correct
refraction surveys on the basis of the
borehole velocity data.
An interesting variation of the uphole
survey is developed by Meissner13 in which
a conventional seismic line is laid out
radially away from the hole collar so that
arrival times from each uphole shot are
recorded along the entire seismic cable.
Wave fronts of the seismic energy are
constructed by connecting points of equal
travel times. The assumption is

Meissner wave-front diagram showing thin high and low-velocity layers (taken from
Fig. 6, p. 537, of Meissner13 - used with permission).

made that the travel time from a shot at
depth Z to a geophone on the surface at a
distance X from the hole is the same as that
from a (fictitious) shot at the top of the hole
to a (fictitious) geophone at a distance X
and a depth Z. Unless the beds are
reasonably flat lying and the terrain is level,
this assumption will lead to errors.
A separate travel-time curve is
generated by each uphole shot. The wave
fronts are constructed by plotting the arrival
times at each geophone at a depth beneath
that geophone location equal to the depth
of the shot in the hole. Points of equal travel
times are then contoured to give a wavefront diagram. Two examples of the results
of this technique are shown in Fig. 21. The

method provides a qualitative picture of
subsurface conditions as an adjunct to the
standard uphole information. Meissner
presents examples of wave-front diagrams
for other geological conditions in his
paper.13
The main sources of error in this
technique are small, local inhomogeneities
within the near-surface layer and the
presence of dipping high-velocity layers.
Also, an elevation change along the seismic
line imposes a delay or an advance on all
wave-front times below the line; therefore,
this type of survey should be carried out on
flat ground if possible.

Field Procedures
This section recommends general field
procedures for conducting refraction
surveys. The first consideration in a
refraction survey is the interval between the
geophones. The spacing will depend on the
depth of exploration and the subsurface
detail desired. As a rule of thumb, the total
spread length should be three to five times
the maximum depth anticipated. Changes
in geophone spacing can be made in
response to the data observed in the field;
i.e., by picking and plotting records as they
are obtained. The total spread length will
obviously determine the geophone interval
to some extent; however, there is no
requirement to have a constant spacing
over the length of the line. It is sometimes
desirable to shorten the spacing between
geophones at each end of the line, at least
for the first few lines run in a new area. This
practice will provide more complete data on
overburden velocities.

Seismic cables are manufactured with
fixed spacings; i.e., the "take-out" or
polarized connector for each detector is
molded into the cable. It is desirable to
have several cables available with different
spacings, such as 25, 50, and 100 ft. The
25-ft spacing is most applicable to the bulk
of engineering surveys, which are seldom
directed towards explorations deeper than
50 or 100 ft.
The cable is laid out along the ground in
a straight line. If the terrain along the line
has any relief, surveys will be required so
that layer thicknesses can later be plotted in
true elevation.
The shots at the ends of the cable
should be offset at a right angle to the cable
and not beyond the end in line with the
cable. This arrangement is illustrated

in Fig. 22. The purpose of the right-angled
offset is to allow determination of the total
times; i.e., the travel time from each shot to
the far geophone. The travel time from a
shot beyond the end of the cable, in line
with it, will be greater than the total time.
The offset distance, usually 5 to 15 ft,
normally provides a direct arrival through
the surface layer and allows a determination
of its velocity. The slant distances from shot
to geophone must be computed for plotting
arrival times at the first two or three
geophones.
As discussed in the section on
interpretation, it is always advisable to fire
supplementary shots along the length of the
line in order to provide as much information
as possible about the depth of the
overburden and possible variations of its
velocity. The necessity for these shots can
be determined as the survey program
progresses; however, it should be standard
procedure to fire at least one shot at the
center of the seismic cable, even for short
lines with a 25-ft spacing.
There is no fixed rule for the distance a
beyond-the-end shot should be from the
end of the cable. In most cases the distance
need not even be measured because we
are usually interested only in the relative
times obtained from such a shot. The
objective of a beyond-the-end shot is to

record refracted arrivals from the layer we
are trying to map, and to record those
refractions at as many geophones as
possible. A distance somewhere between
half the cable length and the whole cable
length is usually adequate. If a number of
refraction lines are to be surveyed end to
end, it is advisable to locate the beyond-theend shots at exactly half the cable length or
a whole cable length from the end; i.e., so
that they will coincide with the middle or end
shot of the adjacent geophone array.
The data points should be plotted on a
convenient scale; it is generally best if the
time and distance scales are approximately
the same length. It is helpful if different
symbols are used to designate arrival times
for each shot; this particularly helps to avoid
confusion where the time-distance curves
cross each other. It is suggested that faint,
dashed lines be used to connect all the
arrival times for each shot. The straight line
portions of the plots, if any, can be joined by
heavier lines, projected back for time
intercepts, and labeled with their
corresponding velocities.
Charge weights adequate to produce
sharp first arrivals will vary with geology,
length of line, and amount of background
noise. Weights may vary from only a
blasting cap for a 100-ft line to

Fig. 22. Recommended shot layout pattern for seismic line.

several pounds for long lines under adverse
conditions. Generally a few ounces in a
shallow 1- or 2-ft hole will be adequate for a
275-ft line. Coupling of explosive energy
can be improved by burying charges deeper
and saturating the shot hole with water. An
emplacement hole can often be formed with
a heavy steel bar driven into the ground.
Figure 23 shows a seismograph record from
a 275-ft line in which adequate first arrivals
have been obtained at each geophone.
Note the rounding of the breaks with
increasing distance from the shot.
Special blasting caps are made for
seismic work; e.g., Dupont SSS
Seismograph or Atlas Staticmaster. The use
of if instantaneous" standard caps should
be avoided because they can have a delay
of up to 15 msec between application of
current and detonation, and further, this

Fig. 23.

delay is not constant. Almost all
seismographs indicate zero-time when the
current is applied to the cap. The special
seismograph caps will detonate in less than
1 msec after application of current.
The geophones must be firmly coupled
to the ground. There are a variety of
geophone bases, such as a spike or a
tripod, to suit the type of ground surface.
The spike-type of base is probably the most
common; the spike is pushed into the soil to
provide a rigid coupling with the ground
surface.
A 12-channel seismograph that produces
a visual record of the waveforms arriving at
each geophone is preferred over the singlechannel seismographs that are available for
shallow investigations. These small, singlechannel

Example of seismic record on Polaroid film obtained with portable
engineering seismograph.

instruments indicate arrival times by
different methods, such as neon lamps,
glow tubes, dashes on paper, or
oscilloscope displays. Although light and
compact, they are suited only for very
shallow work and suffer from the
disadvantage of not simultaneously
displaying the complete set of arrivals at all
geophones. There is often some judgment
required in picking first arrivals from a
seismograph record, particularly if noise is
present, and a machine that records the
complete set of waveforms allows the
exercising of this judgment.
There are several 12-channel
instruments commercially available,
generally as a complete package including
cable and geophones. They all employ
light-beam galvanometers and record the
signals either on Polaroid film or on a

continuous roll of photo-sensitive paper.
These instruments are well-suited for
engineering use.
A valuable accessory in the conduct of
refraction surveys is a blasting machine that
can transmit the zero-time to the recorder
by means of radio. This capa-bility allows
much greater flexibility in field operations
and means that beyond-the-end shots can
be made without the need to manipulate
large quantities of wire. Such a device is
particularly desirable for overwater surveys.
It is a fairly straightforward task to build
such a blasting machine and to use
ordinary Citizens Band radios to transmit
and to receive the zero-time. One approach
is to transmit a tone and have the
detonation of the cap interrupt the tone.

Conclusions
This report has covered the
fundamentals of seismic refraction theory
and interpretation. It is recognized that it
may be difficult to arrive at an
understanding of refraction surveying only
by reading about it. However, it is hoped
that this document, when combined with
actual field experience, will assist the
reader in acquiring a working familiarity with
the technique. For those who have been
using the refraction seismograph, and who
may have learned something new from this
report, it is suggested that they consider
reevaluating some of their previous
surveys.
The methods of interpretation described
in this report are not the only methods
available, but it is believed that they are the
most applicable ones for the majority of

engineering surveys, and they are also the
simplest. In those cases where the strata
are reasonably flat lying, depths computed
by time-intercepts will generally be
adequate. Wherever the time-distance plots
reveal, by their undulations or irregularities,
the existence of something more complex,
the delay-time method should be attempted.
Recommendations have been made
about the desirability of using refraction
surveys in conjunction with a drilling
program. This point cannot be
overemphasized. Exploratory drilling is
almost always done in a site investigation;
its value, in terms of the quality of
information gathered, will be enhanced if
refraction surveys are carried out first and
the

results used to guide the drilling operations.
Even if some of the refraction data appears
complex, ambiguous, or just plain peculiar,
this in itself is information, and those
refraction surveys will have designated
areas in which drilling will provide more
useful information. Conversely, stratigraphy
obtained from a drill hole is very often
helpful in interpreting a refraction profile.
Because the velocity of geologic material is

in itself a useful index, borehole surveys
(e.g.. uphole) warrant serious consideration
as a follow-up investigation for selected
areas, particularly if a hidden layer is
suspected.
The refraction seismograph offers a
rapid, inexpensive, and accurate method of
subsurface exploration. Its application to
site investigations should be the routine
rather than the exception.
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Appendix A
Material Velocities
Tables A1, A2, and A3, which list the
longitudinal wave velocities of various
materials, have been selected from a
number of publications1,2,14 They are
presented here as a series of separate

tables, and no attempt has been made to
construct a "universal" table of velocities.
The tables are included to give some idea
of what velocities mean in terms of
geologic media.

Table A1. Speed of propagation of seismic waves in subsurface materials.14

Table A2.

Approximate range of velocities of longitudinal waves for representative materials
found in the earth's crust.a

Table A3. Velocities of seismic waves in rocks. *a

Appendix B
Example Problem

This appendix contains a hypothetical set
of time-distance curves which are intended
to illustrate some of the points in this report.
The travel times were synthesized from a
known geologic profile, and the interpretation
of the time-distance curves can therefore be
compared with the original profile.
Assume the following circumstances: We
are exploring the foundation conditions for a
large dike, and our primary interest is depth
to rock, although the thicknesses and
velocities of any intermediate layers

are also of interest. Similar exploratory work
in a nearby area indicates that we can
expect sandstone overlain by a glacial till
with a sandy overburden. A refraction line
with 50-ft geophone spacing has been
surveyed, with shots fired at the ends (15-ft
offset), at the middle, and at one
intermediate point. Shot depths were about 2
ft and can be considered negligible. There is
no drilling information anywhere on the line.
The travel times we observed are
tabulated in Table B1 and are plotted in Fig.
B1.

Table B1. Observed travel times.

Fig. B1. Travel times observed in hypothetical exploration program.

The first step is to try to identify the
various layers according to their
velocities. In Fig. B2 straight lines have
been drawn through those arrival times
that are initially believed to be refractions
from the same layer. . The apparent
velocities that result from this procedure
would indicate that we have a three-layer
situation: a; first layer with a velocity of
2,500 to 2,700 ft/sec, an intermediate
layer with apparent velocities of 4,100 to
6,400 ft/sec, and a bottom layer (rock)
with a velocity that lies somewhere
between 8,900 and 10,000 ft/sec.
Although an intermediate layer is
clearly indicated on the western half of
the line, the situation is not as
straightforward towards the east; the end
shot at Station 550 shows a 6,000-ft/sec
line-up of points, but the middle shot does
not indicate the presence of an
intermediate layer towards the east. An
intermediate shot at Station 425 would
have helped resolve this, but, for the sake
of our illustration, we are assuming that
we did not fire one. For the present, we
can pass over this point and go on to
refine our velocity values.
The first layer velocities show little
variation along the line and a simple
average will be adequate; i.e.,
V1 ≅ 2,558, say 2,550 ft/sec.

On the western half of the line we can
compute two values of V2 by taking
harmonic means; i.e.,

and averaging these values with the
6,000 ft/sec on the eastern half, we
obtain:
V2 ≅ 5,408, say 5,400 ft/sec.
The value of V3 will be determined in
the next diagram, but first we proceed to
compute delay times or half intercept
times for the first layer wherever we can.
(Remember that half intercept times and
delay times are equivalent if the shot
depths are negligible.) Half intercept
times are available at Stations 0, 125,
275, and 550. We can compute delay
times at Stations 50, 200, and, for the
present, at Station 400. All of these times
are shown in Fig. B2. For the
intermediate stations we will have to
interpolate between the values above.

Fig. B2.

Identifying layers by velocity and determining half-intercept times and
delay times for first layer.

Our next step is to plot the differences in
arrival times for the two end shots. This
procedure should tell us which times
represent refractions from the rock, and
what the rock velocity is.
The plot of differences in Fig. B3 results
in a value for V3 of 9,000 ft/sec and
suggests that Stations 200 through 450
recorded refractions from the rock from both
end shots. Points that do not fall on the line
mean that they are differences of arrival
times from different layers (assuming no
lateral velocity variations in the rock).
Feeling reasonably confident that the
arrivals from both directions at Stations 200
through 450 are refractions from the top of
the rock, we can proceed to compute delay
times at these stations. The computations
are shown in Fig. B3. Remember that these
times are the combined delay times for the
first and second layers (i.e., ∆T12).
As was done in Fig. 12, we reduce the
arrival times by the corresponding delay
times, obtaining reduced arrival times that
now line up at the true refractor

velocity. Extending these lines allows us to
read off delay times for the remaining
geophones. The fact that the line through
one set of reduced arrivals has a reciprocal
slope of 9,200 ft/sec and the other 9, 000
ft/sec is because of normal scatter, we will
use 9, 000 ft/sec for V3 which was obtained
from the difference plots.
We are ready to compute layer
thicknesses, but first refer back to Fig. B2
where we computed a first-layer delay time
at Station 400. We have just demonstrated
that the arrival at Station 400 from the shot
at Station 550 is really a refraction from the
top of the rock; therefore; this first-layer
delay time is not valid and we will have to
interpolate between the half intercept times
at Stations 275 and 550. Also, the 6,000
ft/sec that we attributed to the second layer
at the east end of the line is really an
apparent velocity for the rock; however, the
arrival at Station 500 from the end shot at
Station 550 is a legitimate refraction from
the second layer and the 6,000 ft/ sec is still
valid.

Fig. B3.

Determination of true value of V3 and delay times ∆T12 (intermediate shots not
shown for sake of clarity).

Let us now assemble all of our
information in Table B2.
Figure B4 is a comparison of the
foregoing interpretation with the original
model from which the travel times .were
derived. A number of significant points
are apparent. The velocity values of
V1 = 2,500, V2 = 5,400, V3 = 9,000
ft/sec determined in the interpretation are
in good agreement with the actual values
used in the synthesis. Agreement
between actual depths and those
computed in the interpretation is very
good over the western half of the line, but
it is not as good on the eastern half. The
reason for firing intermediate shots
should now be apparent; only because of

the shots at Stations 125 and 275 were
we able to follow variations in the depth of
the over-burden along the western half.
The delay times in the overburden are a
significant proportion of the total delay
time, and any errors in these times are
compounded when the difference
∆T12 - ∆T1 is multiplied by the higher
velocity of the underlying layer. Without
an intermediate shot between Stations
275 and 500, we had no choice but to
interpolate linearly the half intercept times
between these points, and consequently
there was no way of knowing that the
overburden thickened appreciably near
Stations 300 and 350.

Table B2. Velocities, cosines, times, and thicknesses.

Fig. B4.

Original profile compared with and that derived by interpreting synthesized timedistance data.
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